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A new user type that restricts document access on only 

“read” or “view” modes
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The read-only user is a new user type of the KOMI DOC collaborative platform. It complements the standard 

user and guest user.

Standard User

▪ No restriction

Read-only User

▪ View, download and print documents

▪ Validate workflow tasks

▪ Fill e-Forms

Guest User

▪ Limited to extranet workspace and its subfolders
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Standard User
Read only 

user
External User 

(guest)*

FEATURES

DMS access Access to all DMS folders yes yes Limited *

Actions on files and 
folders

View, Print, Download yes yes Limited *

Set a reminder yes yes Limited *

Share a document yes no no

Add a comment yes no Limited *

Manage versions yes no Limited *

Edit online yes no Limited *

Add, modify, delete folder yes no Limited *

Upload file to a folder yes no Limited *

Collaboration Tasks: Assign tasks to users based on document type by setting up time required for task completion yes no no

Workflow and tasks

Create an automatic workflow yes no no

To be assigned to a workflow task yes yes yes

Create an instant workflow yes no no

Approve or Reject tasks yes yes yes

e-Form
Create electronic forms with tools library (text, date, yes/no button, …) yes no no

Fill out or rectify an electronic form yes yes yes

Analytics Graphical reports highlighting data, statistics and metrics related to documents, business processes and usage yes no no

Electronic Signature 

Send an electronic signature request yes no no

Track sent signatures using the signature history yes no no

Sign electronically using a workflow task yes yes yes

* The guest user is limited to 1 extranet workspace and its subfolders
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Target Use cases

Sales o Give your sales force access to marketing collaterals (price list, brochure, catalogue, …)

Human Resources
o Build up a document extranet and easily share your valuable content with your co-workers.

o Allow your employees to fill their leave requests via electronic forms.

Technical
o Share strategic content with your field engineers in a secure way for a quick and easy mobile access.

o Enable technical team to complete and instantly communicate electronic forms from their smartphone or tablet. 

It perfectly complements internal users who can access to all Komi Doc features (standard user), and
external users (guest user) who are limited to their customer extranet space.

On a daily basis, many employees usually need a read-only access to content, here are a few
examples :
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